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The Court: has held t:hat a general appearance will
waive t:he S t:at:e • s 1·mrnun 1·t:y from suit: bv
J
its own citizens.
Clark v, Barnard, 108 U.S. 436 (1883).

The Clark

case has been cit:ed as authoritatively establishing
the proposition that: t:he State may waive the
immunity "at it:s pleasure ••• as by a general appearance
in litigation in a federal court:

•••"

Tennessee-Missouri Bridge Comm•n,

Petty v.

359

u.s.

275, 276

(1959, per Douglas),

The answer of Texas in this case is an unequivocal
general appearance,

Appx at 9-10,

Texas entered into

stipulations of fact, Appx at 11-12,
I am convinced that, if a State can waive its
immunity from suit by its own citizens (i.e., if
the Court does not want to overrule Clark), Texas
has consented to jurisdiction here.

Gomez v, Pereza The issue here, as I understand
it, is whether the state court decided in favor of
the state statute after its validity was "drawn in
question,"

28

u.s.c.

§

1257 (2),

First, the verbatim predecessor to art, 4.02
(With punctuation changes) was in existence throughout
the entire course of the litigation,

It was enacted

in 1967, to be effective on J an, 1, 1968 ,
Texas
Session Laws, 60th Legislature, Regular Session, ch,
309 at 736 (1967),

No.

Secondly, I can find no evidence that this
particular s~atute was cited and "drawn in question•
in the courts below.

Art

602 (the criminal provision)

was cited in the brief in the Court of Civil Appeals
and in the brief seeking writ of error.

But I

find no citation either to art. 4614 or its
successor art. 4 . 02.

The result on this issue is up to the Court .
The Court can grant cert, · of course, and can consider

the claimed discrimination.

The EP cla~s were squarely

raised, although bad lawyering did obfuscate the focus .
There ls no doubt that the Texas lower courts passed
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If the case is dismissed, I think the Texas Legislature
will read this as approval.
legislation will result.

I

sincerely doubt that

If the Court declares the

support statute unconstitutional without issuing a
mandate, some leaislative response

~11

be compelled.

I would prefer to see the Court face the issue rather
than putting the problem off.

I see no prejudice to

the state or to judicial efficiency from this approach,

an• this is tbe only fair thing to do for the lawyers
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